
Haddy J. Njie (b. 1979) is an artist, a

columnist, singer, writer, composer and one

of Norway’s most known and beloved tv

presenters on The Norwegian Broadcasting

Corporation. She writes as a freelancer for a

number of newspapers and magazines. N’jie

has a degree in journalism.

Lisa Aisato (b. 1981) is an awarded and

highly acclaimed author, illustrator and

artist. Her magical and unique style has

made her into one of the most beloved artist

in Norway. She runs her own gallery in her

house at Hvaler islands where she lives

together with her family.

Nominated for The Astrid Lindgren

Memorial Award (ALMA) 2018

Winner of “Ordknappen 2018” for her

illustrations in The Girl Who Wanted to Save

the Books

Nominated for H. C. Andersen Award 2016

Winner of Sørlandet’s Literary Prize 2016

Nominated several times for The Brage

Literary Prize, The Critics’ Prize and The

Book Bloggers Prize.

Named as one of the 10 best Norwegian

writers under 35 by the Norwegian

newspaper Morgenbladet (2015).

FOREIGN SALES
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Norma), Catalan (Planeta), Chinese -

simplified (Beijing Tianlue Books), Croatian

(Hibou Publishing), Danish (Straarup & co.),

German (Atrium), Greek (Konstantinos,

kotsis and Co), Hungarian (Scolar), Korean

(Bookbank), Romanian (Editura Univers),

Slovene (Založba Zala), Spanish (Planeta),

Swedish (Bonnier Carlsen), Turkish (Aras),

Ukrainian (Chitarium), World English

(Arctis US)
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Oslo Literary Agency

Evt Tillman
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'Exceptionally beautiful

picture book from sisters

Haddy N’jie and Lisa

Aisato ... The idea is just

as simple as it is original,

not to mention genial.'

VG

''...both a vibrant and

truly beautiful picture

book. I know that, as a

child, I would have loved

this book. (...) this both

sensual and hypnotic

picture book will become

a favourite for thousands

of children.'

Barnebokkritikk.no

CHILDREN

PICTURE BOOK
Haddy J. N'jie 
Lisa Aisato
A Dream For Every Season

Snart sover du. Et års godnatt

Cappelen Damm 2016

40 Pages

English sample translation available

A beautifully illustrated good night story about the seasons of the year as they

sleep and waken to life again.

Children sleep. Grown-ups sleep. Animals sleep. And the seasons sleep as well.

When winter is awake, the other three sleep. And when winter is ready for

sleep, spring wakes up from his dreams. Summer wakes after spring, and

autumn follows after summer, and finally it is winter’s turn again.

Winner of The Mrs. Pepperpot award 2016.


